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400 companies from 

all over Greece are 

currently members of 

SEPE. They collectively 

account for more than 

95% of the country’s 

turnover in the 

Information Technology 

and Telecommunications 

sector which 

in turn represents 

4,5% of the GDP

P R O F I L E

The role of SEPE in the Greek market

Τhe Federation of Hellenic Information 
Technology & Communications 

Enterprises (SEPE), founded in 1995 by 
Information Technology companies.
 
SEPE operates as an institutional 
interlocutor vis-à-vis the Greek 
Government, the European Commission 
and other bodies of influence, by 
providing valid and accountable advisory 
feedback, regarding the development 
of Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT) in Greece and by 
facilitating the development of synergy 
alliances among its members.

400 companies from all over Greece 
are currently members of SEPE. They 
collectively account for more than 95% of 
the country’s turnover in the Information 
Technology and Telecommunications 
sector which in turn represents 4,5% of 
the GDP.

Our goals
•  The rise of public awareness on the 

importance of ICT and the transition 
of the Greek society to an information 
culture for all.

•  The modernisation of the Public 
Sector through the use of Information 
Technology.

•  The development of a high - speed 
telecommunication network 
to complement the current 
Communication Infrastructure.

•  The representation of the interests 
and views of Greek ICT Enterprises 
to the government, public and 
private institutions, international 
organisations, the European Union, 
the media and society.

•  The promotion of close partnerships 
between ICT enterprises and 
the public sector as well as the 

collaboration with all relevant bodies 
for the development and effective 
implementation of a National Strategy 
for Information Society.

•  The design and implementation 
of programs addressing the needs 
of a broad spectrum of business 
enterprises, so as to improve their 
competitiveness in the market.

•  The cooperation between the ICT 
market and the academic community 
in order to strengthen the link 
between educational curricula and 
contemporary market needs.

The power and credibility 
of SEPE at the service of its 
members
•  Active representation of its members 

in all relevant private or public bodies 
in Greece and internationally.

•  Effective lobbying and leveraging 
power resulting from promoting 
members’ matters collectively.

•  Constant and consistent flow of 
information for current developments 
in the ICT market and promotion of 
opportunities for investment and 
growth.

•  Advanced legal and advisory services 
that address issues relevant to the ICT 
sector.

•  Fostering synergies with the largest 
information and telecommunications 
companies resulting from the 
exchange of views and the exploration 
of business opportunities.

•  Access to a variety of research data 
and conference meetings that shape 
future market trends.

International Presence
SEPE represents its members in the global 
ICT scene, actively participating in the most 
prestigious international associations:

•  Member of the Digital 
Technology Industry Association 
(DIGITALEUROPE)

•  Member of the World Information 
Technology and Services Alliance 
(WITSA)

•  Member of the International 
Telecommunications Union (ITU)

SEPE members represent:
•  95% of the country’s turnover in the 

ICT sector
• 4,5% of Greek GDP
• 55 global technology leaders
• 100.000 employees

We envision an environment 
that promotes the use of Digital 
Technology.
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Mobile broadband is becoming a reality, as the Internet 
generation grows accustomed to having broadband access 
wherever they go and not just at home or in the office. Of 
the estimated 3.4 billion people who will have broadband 
by 2014, about 80 percent will be mobile broadband 
subscribers – and the majority will be served by High 
Speed Packet Access (HSPA) and Long Term Evolution 
(LTE) networks.

People can already browse the Internet or send e-mails 
using HSPA-enabled notebooks, complementing and in 
some cases even replacing their fixed DSL modems with 
HSPA modems or USB dongles and send and receive video 
or music using 3G phones. Nominal peak rates with HSPA 
today are about 7 Mbps and the next step with HSPA 
evolution nominal peak rates of about 21 & 28 Mbps has 
already been introduced in some markets including our 
own market, Greece. These speeds, when deployed widely 
in a mobile operator’s network promise the end-user an 
experience equivalent to that of a DSL fixed broadband 
network with the additional convenience of mobility. With 
LTE, the user experience will be even better, equivalent to 
that of a next generation wireline access network based 
on fiber. It will enhance more demanding applications such 
as interactive TV, mobile video blogging, advanced games 
and professional services.

LTE offers several important benefits for users and 
operators, including the following:

•  Performance and capacity – One of the requirements 
of LTE is to provide downlink peak rates of at least 
100Mbps. The technology allows for speeds more than 
300Mbps and Ericsson has already demonstrated LTE 
peak rates of about 160Mbps. Radio access network 
(RAN) round-trip times will be less than 10ms, meaning 
LTE, more than any other technology, already meets key 
4G requirements.

•  Simplicity – LTE supports flexible carrier bandwidths, 
from 1.4MHz up to 20MHz. LTE also supports frequency 

division duplexing (FDD) and time division duplexing 
(TDD). Fifteen paired and eight unpaired spectrum bands 
have already been identified by the 3GPP for LTE and 
there are more bands to come. This means an operator 
can introduce LTE in new bands where it is very easy to 
deploy 10MHz or 20MHz carriers and eventually deploy 
LTE in all bands. LTE radio network products will have 
a number of features to help simplify the building and 
management of next-generation networks. For example, 
features such as self-configuration and self-optimization 
will simplify and reduce the cost of network roll-out 
and management. LTE will be deployed in parallel with 
simplified, IP-based core and transport networks that 
are easier to build, maintain and introduce services on.

•  Wide range of terminals – In addition to mobile phones, 
many computer and consumer electronic devices, such 
as notebooks, ultra-portables, gaming devices and 
cameras, will incorporate embedded LTE modules.
As LTE supports handover and roaming to existing 
mobile networks, all these devices can have ubiquitous 
mobile broadband coverage from day one. Operators can 
introduce LTE flexibly to match their existing network, 
spectrum and business objectives for mobile broadband 
and multimedia services.

Ericsson has played a significant role to the develop-
ment of LTE technology from inception of the standard 
and will further have a key role in the upcoming first 
commercial deployments in Europe, Asia & North 
America that are expected to take place in the end of 
2009 and the beginning of 2010. In our own market, all 
mobile operators are evaluating the timeframe for the 
introduction of LTE in their networks and customers. 
A key role for this activity will be also played by the 
regulator EETT that will ensure an appropriate and fair 
usage of spectrum that this new wireless technology 
requires.

What lies ahead in mobile communications;
The Long Term Evolution of 3G
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The development vision for Greece  
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The dynamics of the convergence 
of information and communication 

technologies leads humanity rapidly 
to the “knowledge society”. In the 
coming world, the majority of goods 
and services will be available through the 
Internet. The broadband digital online 
information highways, either wired 
or wireless, enhance the provision of 
electronic government, distance learning, 
telecommuting, online information and 
entertainment. Technology abolishes 
boundaries and geographic distances 
and the entire planet becomes a global 
village. Development correlates to 
the integration of innovation in the 
productive and business structures and 

the operation of the state mechanism. 
The need to integrate new technologies 
in citizens’ everyday life and the rapid 
exploitation of their advantages by the 
public and private sector is therefore 
imperative. 

In the framework of its Digital Strategy, 
the Government promoted - and is still 
promoting - the vision of Greece as a 
technologically advanced and financially 
strong country, by encouraging the 
development of the appropriate network 

Development correlates to the

integration of innovation in the productive

and business structures and the operation 

of the state mechanism



infrastructures for the new digital 
environment. Our strategy concerns 
on the one hand the fixed broadband 
optical fiber networks and the digital 
terrestrial television networks, and on 
the other hand the mobile broadband 
wireless networks. These measures aim 
at encouraging competition in both 
infrastructures and services. Recognizing 
that the prosperity and competitiveness 
of a country depend more and more on 
the possibility of businesses, the state 
and the citizens to use new technologies 
advantageously, the Government 
launched numerous initiatives, specific 
measures, plans and actions towards 
this direction: 

Α)  It created and is still creating critical 
access infrastructures, both wired 
and wireless, terrestrial and satellite, 
to upgrade and improve business 
activities in the areas of the Greek 
territory, as well as to create and 
sustain new jobs. 

Β)  It supported actions for the creation of 
metropolitan network infrastructures, 
mainly on a local and regional 
level, by financing and supervising 
projects of the Information Society 
to the benefit of the citizens, to 
combat bureaucracy and enhance 
transparency in the transactions of 
the citizen with the State. 

C)  It achieved the automatization 
and simplification of numerous 
administrative procedures. It 
enhanced the introduction of 
electronic government systems. It 
supported projects to upgrade the 
information systems of ministries, 
public authorities, social security 
organizations, etc. 

D)  It provided incentives to develop 
applications aiming at the elimination 
of regional inequalities and the 
improvement of quality of life 
throughout Greece, and in particular 
for the citizens who live in remote and 
island regions, for which it managed 
to ensure the provision of distance 
health, education and employment 
services. 

Even though the development route is 
still hard to cross and uphill, the results 
of our policies are already evident. 
The progress made during the last 
few years is undoubted. Greece is no 
longer the last to use and offer high 
speed Internet and at the same time the 
first to impose the highest retail prices 
for this service. Our country managed 
to achieve a substantial broadband 
penetration. At the same time, through 
the promotion of healthy competition 
amang the providers, it managed to 
multiply the average connection speed 
and to decrease substantially the retail 
prices for broadband connections, 
which are today much lower than the 
EU average.

Through the systematic exploitation 
of the structural programs provided in 
the Third CSF, our country completed 
successfully the Operational Program 
“Information Society”, putting emphasis 
on the digital services sector. Through 
this, important modernization actions 
were financed for the entire public 
sector, in the narrow and wider sense, 
the municipalities and the rural areas. 

Through the new Operational Program 
“Digital Convergence” of the National 
Strategic Reference Framework (NSRF), 
our ambition is to bring our country 

to the same level of the advanced EU 
member states as to digital services. The 
new actions are focused on services that 
concern the citizens directly. Our aim 
is for the digital services to no longer 
be a privilege enjoyed only by a few 
“knowledgeable citizens” about the 
new technologies, but to become visible 
and perceived by the largest possible 
number of citizens, giving specific 
emphasis in those experiencing financial, 
social or geographical impediments or 
disadvantages.

A supplementary axis of the 
governmental intervention is the 
exploitation of the “digital share” 
and the redistribution of the map 
of available radiofrequencies, both 
terrestrial and satellite, to be used by 
the next generation television programs 
and telecommunications networks and 
services providers. 

Within this dynamic and constantly 
changing environment, the Information 
and Communication Technologies sector 
is the most important strategic partner 
of the government in order to achieve 
all these ambitious objectives. We have 
faith on the Greek business community 
and we are looking forward to its creative 
contribution in order to overcome all 
the difficulties that will be encountered 
during the projects design, assignment 
and implementation procedure. We 
intend to exploit all the modern models 
to create reliable, viable, flexible and 
interoperable applications, which will 
require the minimum development and 
operation cost, which, even though 
centrally built, will be regionally used 
through the Internet by geographically 
distributed users throughout the entire 
territory. 

 in tomorrow’s world

English Edition 2009 5



I also consider it important to reaffirm 
the strong interest and the actions 

undertaken by the State for the rapid 
creation of the necessary infrastructures, 

which will soon bring Greece on the head 
of the countries with modern digital 
infrastructure. As we have repeatedly 
stated, we are working systematically 
for the implementation of the Fiber-
to-the-Home (FTTH) network, with 
the aim to cover 2 million households 
and businesses in the entire country 
within the next 7 years. The Ministry 
of Transport and Communications 
has already prepared the legislative 
framework for this important project, 
which is equivalent to the electrification 
of the country during the 1950s. 
As it was announced, this project 
of public benefit will be financed 
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The development vision for Greece in tomorrow’s world

6

The implementation of the Fiber-to-the-Home 

project is equivalent to the electrification of the 

country during the 1950s. It may attract substantial 

investments and create thousands of new highly 

specialized jobs for the young people of our country



through the model of Public-Private 
Partnerships (PPP). 

It is a main objective of our policy to 
supply Greece with a passive access 
infrastructure, which will be open to 
all network and services providers and 
will cover the needs of citizens and 
businesses for the next decades. The optic 
fiber networks may attract substantial 
investments and create thousands of 
new highly specialized jobs for the young 
people of our country. It may become the 
catalyst for the creation of numerous 
new export-oriented businesses and 
make critical electronic government 
and telemedicine services affordable for 
more Greek households. Finally, it may 
transform our country into a main regional 

telecommunications node, as it is the case 
in the energy sector, with the natural gas 
pipelines to Western Europe. 

Another important intervention that we 
are about to complete in the near future 
concerns the bridging of the domestic 
digital gap, the inequality in the Greek 
rural areas as to high speed Internet 
access. We are examining actions for 
the promotion of subsidized wireless 
broadband connections for those living 
in the rural areas, with comparable 
characteristics and prices to ADSL 
connections. 

Ensuring fair competition among the 
businesses of the sector is a cornerstone 
for securing maximum transparency 

and safeguarding the objectives of our 
country’s technological modernization. 
To this end, we have already simplified 
many of the conventional procedures 
followed during submission of tender, 
thereby decreasing the cost for the 
relative procedures. Moreover, we are 
planning the comprehensive application 
of electronic tenders for as many public 
procurements as possible, in order to 
eliminate all the areas of possible lack 
of transparency. 

It is clear that the government considers 
extremely important the existence of 
competitive business schemes with 
domestic added value for the promotion 
and absorption of both the public actions 
for “Digital Convergence” and the digital 
economy in general. Encouraging new 
scientists and engineers to seek an outlet 
in new technologies companies or to 
setup new business units is a prerequisite 
for the survival of our society. In this 
context, we are planning new actions 
to enhance youth entrepreneurship and 
to simplify the procedures for setting up 
new companies. 

After the end of the global financial crisis, 
we are looking forward to a modern and 
new generation of Greek businesses with 
high know-how and competitiveness, 
able to face the challenges of the most 
advanced new information technology 
applications and to lead the national 
effort to bring Greece in the cycle of the 
most advanced EU member states. The 
coming world belongs to those with a 
vision and a strategy, to those who know 
how to be prepared to face successfully 
the challenges of the new digital era.

Mr. Kostas Karamanlis is the Prime Minister 

of Greece.

The Information and Communication Technologies 

sector is the most important strategic partner

of the government in order to achieve

the ambitious objectives

English Edition 2009 7

It is clear that the government considers extremely 

important the existence of competitive business 

schemes with domestic added value for the 

promotion and absorption of both the public 

actions for “Digital Convergence” and the

digital economy in general



Five years ago, again in an article for 
SEPEnews Magazine, I referred to 

an Information Society where services 
and technologies would be accessible 
to all citizens equally. At the time I 
stressed, inter alia, the need for public 
administration to focus on the promotion 
of accountability and transparency. A 
modern public administration which 
must constantly improve services for 
citizens and enterprises. 

Since that time, I have been stressing the 
need for a leap in quality in the relation 
between the citizen and the state. In 
order to face the risks inherent in the lack 
of trust in the institutions. We envisaged 
the constant active participation of 
citizens in the procedures and decisions 
that concern them. We emphasized the 
need to create infrastructures which 
would accelerate and simplify public 
functions, while favoring innovation in 
both the private and the public sector.  

Today, Greece is at the crossroads 
of a multifaceted crisis. It is a crisis 
which affects the economy, politics, 
institutions and values. Its consequences 
are experienced by all Greek people, 
practically in any part of their everyday 
life. Every citizen feels profoundly the 
corruption, the lack of transparency, 
the bureaucracy, the impediments, 
the waste and the exclusion. In sharp 
contrast to a government unable or 
unwilling to face these phenomena, 
we submit specific proposals which 
guarantee transparency, accountability 
and the open participation of all citizens 
in the democratic process through public 
consultation procedures. 

Citizens need simple and friendly 
services in sectors which directly affect 

their everyday lives, such as insurance, 
taxation, as well as their general contact 
with public administration. Services 
recorded in an electronic transactions 
“booklet”, so that every citizen may 
have absolute control over the services 
provided by the public sector. Electronic 
government means transparency, 
simplification for the citizen, speed 
where today there is delay. It means 
opportunities for electronic consultation, 
quality telecommuting for young people, 
the elder, the disabled, for isolated areas 
of our country.

We propose that electronic government 
is developed as a plan which will be 
implemented gradually, but quickly and 
efficiently and with immediate effects. 
A plan based on the principle that all 
public administration procedures are 
open by default. Procurements, registers, 
legislative proposals are analyzed, 
simplified and reorganized so that they 
become more and more “automatically 
transparent”. In other words, it should 
be possible to monitor their progress 
easily, automatically and to be able to 
reuse all information. 

The major issue concerning public 
administration is that gradually, almost 

without noticing, it becomes obsolete 
and outdated by the lightning speed by 
which the Internet changes the citizens’ 
expectations. To avoid this outcome, 
the following proposals will start being 
implemented right after the next national 
elections, with a binding schedule.

A single and decentralized internet 
platform, for the digital organization and 
free disposal of all public data, where all 
public authorities providing services to 
the citizens will be integrated.  

Publication of all state expenses on 
the internet, describing the scope, the 
contract, as well as the total price, 
the amount, the date and the Tax 
Identification Number of the beneficiary 
and the contracting authority. 

Transparent property declaration, with 
a new system for electronic entry and 
publication of property declarations and 
cross-checking of all the information 
submitted by the officials participating 
in the decision making process for the 
appropriation of public resources and 
public funds. 

An electronic procurement, allowing 
automated, transparent, effective 
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E l e c t r o n i c  g o v e r n m e n t  f o r   

Citizens need simple and friendly services

in sectors which directly affect their

everyday lives, such as insurance,

taxation, as well as their general contact

with public administration



public and resource saving procurement 
processes, by exploiting the available 
market solutions to overcome time-
consuming procedures.

Transparency in recruitment. By abolishing 
immediately the interview before the 
Civil Service Staffing Council (ASEP) and 
planning a comprehensive recruitment 
plan for the public sector exclusively 
through the ASEP. By expanding the 
recruitment information system whereby 
all project and employment contracts 
concluded by the public authorities in 
general, either through the ASEP or not, 
will be announced.  

A national Observatory of Prices with 
online information on prices for all kinds 
of products in each area. The citizens 

9
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We propose that electronic government is 

developed as a plan which will be gradually 

implemented, but quickly and efficiently.

A plan based on the principle that all

public administration procedures are open

by definition. In other words, it should

be possible to monitor their progress

easily, automatically and to be able

to reuse all information



should have the possibility to participate 
and intervene to comment and update 
the information, while the competent 
authorities will answer all questions 
within five days.  

To support the above-mentioned 
policies through electronic government 
applications horizontal interventions are 
required. We cite four main interventions 
which concern all the basic sectors of 
government policy. 

First, new infrastructures for quality 
education, green development and more 
efficient administration. Our country 
today needs a large development 
project for an electronic communications 
infrastructure which will provide optic 
fiber connections to households, 
businesses and all the buildings housing 
public authorities in all the cities of the 
country. A project for the development 
of a new generation network which 
will be open to all telematics services 
providers. These infrastructures are a 
crucial parameter for the development 
of an open school, electronic libraries 
and electronic books, energy saving 
and the development of new electronic 
services. This intervention will help the 
country to steer a new development 
course through the creative use of new 
telecommunications infrastructures by 
the private and public sector. 

Second, the public content should be 
returned to society. The public content 
consists of the information, the data, the 
administrative deeds and the ministerial 
decisions, as well as all the studies, 
research and the cultural content 
financed through national resources. 
Gradually, all of these resources will be 
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Electronic government for the citizen

The shift and the application of electronic 

government will be supervised by the prime 

minister’s office and by a commissioned 

minister who will coordinate the organic 

connection of all policy areas, all Ministries, 

with the aim to implement the best electronic 

government practices in a binding schedule  



available free of charge on a decentralized 
online platform for digital organization 
and data provision to citizens and will 
cover all public sector activities. At the 
same time, as a second intervention we 
propose an executive agreement with 
publishers, producers and authors for 
the free disposal of publicly financed 
cultural content. Through organizations 
such as the Hellenic Broadcasting 
Corporation (ERT), the Cadastral, 
research and education bodies, bodies 
of the Ministry of Culture and libraries, 
our aim is to ensure immediately the free 
online disposal of all public content. 

Third, electronic services based on open 
standards and open software are the 
main pillars for change in education and 
public administration. Our objective here 
is twofold: on the one hand, to use open 
software products in education and 
on the other hand to adopt an open 
software design and production at all 
education levels. The preferable use of 
open software in Public Administration 
will contribute to the reduction of 

operating cost, the independence 
from proprietary solutions, security 
improvement and more employment 
opportunities.  

Fourth, the shift from hardware and 
software procurement to services based 
solutions. It is an intervention which 
will contribute to the development of 
the services sector and will lead to the 
transfer of funds from the hardware 
and software acquisition expenses 
to the domestic services market, 
contributing also to an improvement in 
the trade balance. It will contribute to 
the productive exploitation of large and 
critical information and communications 
projects undertaken by the state but 
so far not offering any benefits to the 
public administration and to citizens. 
At the same time, it is a green policy, 
because it contributes to the decrease 
of the required hardware, as well as the 
daily energy consumption. 

The shift and the application of 
electronic government will be supervised 

by the prime minister’s office and by 
a commissioned minister who will 
coordinate the interconnection of all 
policy areas, all Ministries, with the 
aim to implement the best electronic 
government practices in a binding 
schedule.  

Our successful recovery from the current 
major economic crisis will depend not 
only on the interventions to several 
sectors, but also on our ability to adopt 
and integrate to Greek people’s everyday 
lives the appropriate technologies in the 
most efficient and socially fair way. 

This is a big challenge and therefore our 
proposals are radical. At the same time, 
they are an appeal to the Information 
and Communication Technologies 
sector of the Greek market to actively 
participate in large ICT projects in favor 
of the citizens and the Greek economy. 
The efficient contribution of all the 
information technology companies 
and the employees of the sector are 
crucial in order for our interventions to 
be successful.  

In conclusion, the implementation of our 
proposals has only one objective: to make 
the lives of the citizens more humane by 
providing them with new opportunities, 
possibilities, forces, as well as by setting 
them free of bureaucracy, clientele 
list politics and everyday corruption.
It will be a contribution to the quality 
of our democracy, the dynamism of our 
economy, the creativity of our civilization, 
the simplicity of our everyday life.  

Mr. George A. Papandreou is the Leader of 

the Opposition and President of PASOK.
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The challenge is big and therefore our proposals 

are radical. At the same time, they are an 

appeal to the private sector of the Greek 

market of the Information and Communications 

Technologies to become more active so as to 

exploit productively the large projects in favor 

of the citizens and the Greek economy
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It is now well recognized that the 
Internet as we know it today defies 

traditional regulatory theories and 
governance practices. The main reasons 
are linked to the blurring of the concepts 
of national territory and sectors. But as 
we consider the future of the Internet, 
we see even greater challenges ahead, 
with many questions related to privacy, 
security and governance. Now is the 
moment to initiate a global reflection on 
achieving an improved, more effective 
and inclusive Internet. 

All these dimensions of the future of the 
Internet are of crucial interest for Europe - 
and I believe for the rest of the world. For 
this reason, the European Commission 
will step up, from 2009, its efforts and its 

involvement in all these dimensions. We 
will increase research and development; 
actively participate in discussions on the 
regulatory approach to applications and 
services; make proposals on governance 
issues, and actively promote IPv6 roll-out. 
With more than 3 million “.eu” domain 
names registered to date, the European 
Union has an even stronger legitimacy 
to be a key player in the future of the 
Internet.

The Internet economy is 
changing

The Internet underpins the entire 
economy in an increasing part of the 
world. Information and communication 
technologies (ICT) contributed 40 per 

cent of overall productivity growth in the 
economy for the ten years up to 2004. 
The networking effect has made possible 
an accelerated and global diffusion of 
innovation. The ensuing changes to our 
economy, as well as to the lives of our 
citizens, have been remarkable. The 
diversity and sheer number of applications 
and business models supported by the 
Internet have also greatly affected its 
nature and structure - Internet traffic 
increases by 60 per cent every year!

Could one say that the Internet has 
become mature infrastructure which 
has exhausted its innovation and growth 
potential? I am deeply convinced that this 
is not the case. Let me share with you 
not only why I believe that we are at the 

V I V I A N E  R E D I N G
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start of a new phase of Internet-driven 
innovation and growth, but also what 
we have to do to unleash this potential, 
which is even more necessary in times 
of economic trouble. Indeed, to get out 
of the economic downturn we need to 
stimulate solid and sustainable business 
growth in high-value goods and services 
that respond to real market needs. For 
example, we in Europe need to make 
full use of the economic potential of the 
single market that is still locked up in 
our fragmented national markets. This 
should apply primarily to services based 
on the Internet, which has, by its nature, 
a cross-border dimension.

Internet drivers

What are the current drivers and future 
perspectives of the Internet? I see at 
least three main drivers: social networks, 
the Internet of things and the mobile 
Internet.

Social networks

A first driver clearly emerging is a shift 
from “Web 2.0 for fun” to Web 2.0 for 
productivity and services. “Web 2.0 for 
fun”, is all about social networking. It is 
today one of the fastest developments 
of the Internet and also has the potential 
to connect minds and creativity for 
business on a scale never before attained 
or even imagined. The sheer power of 
networking that the Internet offers 
makes it possible to reach unprecedented 
levels of information regarding the 
collective behaviour and needs of entire 
populations.

Web 2.0 networking in the business world 
holds the prospect of interoperability 
across different business segments. 

This is an important opportunity, 
especially for small-and medium-sized 
enterprises, because more and more 
sophisticated and high-added-value 
products and services will be delivered 
through opportune collaboration of a 
multiplicity of business actors.

The Internet of things

A second important driver of the Internet 
of the future is the emergence of an 
“Internet of things”. Soon the Internet, 
which today connects computers, servers 
and web pages, will start connecting 
myriads of objects and devices of all 
kinds.

What will be the implications of such an 
extended nervous system? Surely, new 
classes of application will come to life, 
combining information from the virtual 
world with perception of the physical 
world. The economic prospects are very 
significant, with an estimated global 
market of €30 billion by 2016 just for 
the segment of applications enabled by 
radio-frequency identification (RFID). The 
increased intelligence and connectivity 
of objects and devices will be of prime 
relevance to our citizens, as it opens up 
new prospects for greater accessibility and 
gives them more control over their lives. 
Tremendous pay-offs can also be realized 
in terms of better energy distribution and 
consumption, environmental controls, 
urban transport, health and care services, 
and so on.

But to achieve the promise of the 
Internet of things, both policy-makers 
and industry need to work intensively, be 
it in terms of architecture, of standards, 
of security or of governance. We cannot 
just ignore the privacy and governance 

issues related to the Internet of things. 
So, my intention for 2009 is to set certain 
principles for the European Union in order 
to give legal certainty to the industry, and 
to have a sound dialogue with our main 
trading partners on the public interest 
issues at stake.

Open service infrastructure

Reaping the benefits of these promising 
applications will not be possible without 
a powerful open service infrastructure. 
The trend towards deployment of 
server farms with distributed “cloud” 
computing capability is leading in that 
direction. An interesting characteristic of 
“cloud” infrastructure is that it lowers the 
barriers to market entry and enables small 
companies - even micro ones - to develop 
their own online commercial offers with 
zero infrastructure investment.

A second aspect regarding these 
“cloud” services, which needs careful 
consideration, is associated with 
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operational business risks as well as the 
potential for serious data storage risks. 
To what extent will businesses accept 
moving truly mission-critical applications 
outside their firewalls? How should the 
governance of data migration be handled? 
Again, these are questions about which 
industry and public authorities need to 
speak to each other.

Mobile Internet

A third key trend is the Internet going 
mobile. The emergence of a wireless 
web is becoming a reality, under the 
combined influence of two factors. 
The availability of smartphones, whose 
penetration is increasing very fast, is 
boosting the mobile Internet, with usage 
more than ten times higher than that 
through less sophisticated terminals. 
This is enabled by the advent of true 
broadband mobile networks. Operators 
that have implemented third-generation 
(3G) mobile high-speed options - and 
there are more than 220 such networks 
in 100 countries - have seen their data 
traffic skyrocket in no time. And you 
can imagine how it would be with more 
affordable prices, notably for roaming 
across borders.

Today, the volume of data traffic in high-
speed mobile networks is, on average, 
three to four times larger than that of 
voice traffic. It will therefore be crucial 

to release the necessary radio-frequency 
spectrum for high-speed wireless Internet 
access, to ensure an adequate level of 
competition and to foster coordinated 
allocation to generate economies of scale. 
To make the mobile Internet become 
an economic reality for Europeans, for 
example, we must also devote great 
attention to ensuring that the “roaming 
borders” that still exist in Europe are 
progressively brought down.

Other key issues at stake
Openness of the Internet

We will only be able to reap the full social 
and economic benefits of a fast-changing 
technological landscape if we manage to 
safeguard the openness of the Internet. 
Openness is one of the key ingredients 
that has made the Internet so successful 
as a place of innovation, and we have to 
make sure that it is not compromised. In 
its Communication on future networks 
and the Internet, adopted at the end of 
2008, the European Commission outlined 
three key areas where we have to ensure 
that openness remains preserved.

Net neutrality

In the first place, “Net neutrality” has to be 
guaranteed. New network management 
techniques allow traffic prioritization. 
These tools may be used to guarantee 

good quality of service, but could also be 
used for anti-competitive practices. The 
Commission has taken additional steps, 
through measures proposed to reform 
the EU’s telecommunication package, to 
better prevent such unfair abuse to the 
detriment of consumers.

Open standards

Another important issue relates to open 
standards. We need to take advantage of 
the win-win scenario of open interfaces 
and standards so that the market can 
grow for all. Dominant players may try 
to use proprietary standards to lock 
consumers into their products or to 
extract very high royalties, ultimately 
stifling innovation and forestalling market 
entry by new players. The European 
Commission’s competition rules have an 
important role to play in tackling such 
practices.
Openness is also key for the Internet of 
things. If no coordinated action is taken, 
we can expect multiple architectures, 
standards, and intellectual property 
models to proliferate. The RFID domain 
already gives us an example where, due 
to a lack of openness, standards are being 
produced with significant intellectual 
property access costs. And if we want 
these systems to be integrated with 
all sorts of business or entertainment 
processes, market entry barriers need to 
be lowered in such a way that small and 
medium-sized enterprises can play their 
role as economy boosters.

But a lot remains to be done before 
these platforms can be integrated into 
complete enterprise systems, because 
use of proprietary solutions hampers 
interoperability. In this field, governments 
have a key role to play as “interoperability 

V I V I A N E  R E D I N G
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and openness pathfinders”. This is what 
we are doing in the Commission under 
our IDABC (Interoperable Delivery of 
European eGovernment Services to public 
Administrations, Businesses and Citizens) 
initiative. This proposes an interoperability 
and openness framework for pan-
European governmental services.

Globalization

There is no doubt that the future Internet 
will be truly global, and reach populations 
that have so far not been connected. 
China is already the largest country in 
terms of Internet users. This trend can 
only accelerate, with a clear consequence: 
the demand for a certain shift of Internet 
“power” from the developed regions to 
the developing ones.

This has far-reaching consequences and 
it is not certain that we can understand 
them all today. Multilingualism is one 
of them. Seventy per cent of Internet 
users do not have English as their native 
language. We need to prepare for a future 
Internet that takes languages and local 
cultures into account in a much better 
way. This is another form of openness, 
and a crucial one in my view.
Globalization may bring about a 

“Balkanization” of the Internet, for such 
reasons as attempts to preserve national 
security, cultures, or economic systems. 
Again, this possibility must reinforce 
our commitment to work in global 
partnerships to defend the open model 
that we want.

Economic recovery

In these times of economic trouble, we 
must continue investing in areas that are 
essential for our short- to medium-term 
recovery and our long-term future.

Let’s look at the longer term first. 
The current debate is about how the 
Internet will evolve to support an ever-
larger number of applications, business 
models, users and environments. There 
is, however, no guarantee that today’s 
Internet architecture, which was 
designed more than thirty years ago, 
is going to support these changes. In 
Europe, we are moving forward with the 
7th Framework Programme and our ICT 
research initiative. Under this umbrella, 
European industrialists and academic 
researchers have together launched a 
large-scale coordinated effort, worth 
some €400 million, addressing the 
future of the Internet. At its meeting in 

November 2008, the European Council 
welcomed the Commission’s intention to 
move towards an industry-driven public-
private partnership in this domain. 

High-speed fixed and mobile broadband 
networks are the arteries of the 
emerging economy. But they require 
huge investments, which need to be 
optimized to maximize returns. In 
these times of economic downturn, we 
must invest in promising technologies 
that provide the competitive edge 
that will accelerate the economic 
recovery. The Commission proposed 
a “Recovery Package” in November 
2008. Infrastructure investment is clearly 
identified as a priority and the sum of €1 
billion has been earmarked to support 
high-speed broadband deployment. 
In order to maximize the reach of the 
Internet in Europe, we have proposed 
that this money should be used to 
support high-speed broadband in rural 
and remote areas that tend to be ignored 
in commercial deployment plans.

Mrs. Viviane Reding is Member of the 

European Commission responsible for 

Information Society and Media.

Reprinted from ITUnews No. 3/2009 & 

SEPEnews No. 29.

The Commission proposed a “Recovery Package” 

in November 2008. Infrastructure investment is 

clearly identified as a priority and the sum

of €1 billion has been earmarked to support 

high-speed broadband deployment
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2 0 1 0  w i l l  b e  a  c h a l l e n g e  f o r  t h e   

Τhe value of the Greek Information 
and Communication Technologies 

(ICT) market for 2009 is estimated at 
€10.9 billion compared to €10,6 billion 
in 2008, according to the European 
Information Technology Observatory 
(EITO), Figure 1. €2.4 billion of these 
correspond to the value of the Greek 
IT market and €8.5 billion to the value 
of the Communications market. The 
market growth rate during 2008 - 
2009 is estimated to rise up to 2.9% 
versus 3.5% during the period 2007 
- 2008. For 2010, EITO forecasts that 
the Greek ICT market value will reach 
€11.2 billion and the growth rate for the 

Figure 1. ICT market in Greece, value € million, * estimation,
Source: EITO in collaboration with PAC, Idate and GfK, analysis by SEPE, 2009
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period 2009 - 2010 is estimated to reach 
2.6%, Table 1. According to EITO, the 
big challenge for the Greek ICT market 
is achieving to follow without delay 
the path of recovery, which the other 
European countries is estimated to join 
from 2010 and not suffer tardily from 
the consequences of the economic crisis. 

In details, regarding the IT segment, the 
Greek IT Equipment segment, in 2008 
- 2009, is estimated to have a 6.1% 
growth rate and this market’s value in 
2009 is estimated at €951 million. The 
fact that the PC users average in our 
country is less than the corresponding 
European average, creates hope for the 
development of this specific market that 
has entered a recession, leaving behind 
the excellent performance of the period 
2007 - 2008. According to EITO, the 
demand for notebooks and cheaper 
desktops along with the Government’s 
initiatives for strengthening the 
penetration of computers in the new 
generation improves the situation. 
Especially for the category of Notebooks, 
which dominates at the time both 
the wholesale and the retail of the IT 

businesses, during the period 2008 - 
2009 the growth rate is estimated at 
15.3% and for 2009 - 2010 is expected 
at around 2.9%. In regards to items’ 
sales, it is noted that in 2009, 333,685 
Desktop PCs and 701,256 Notebooks 
will be sold in Greece. The value of 
these items is estimated at €126 
million and €384 million respectively. 

EITO is projecting a 2.1% growth rate 
for the Greek Software market during 
2008 - 2009, reaching a volume of €578 
million. For the period 2009 - 2010 the 
market is estimated to move per 0.9 % 
and its value to reach up to €583 million. 
The local public sector with its tendency 
to drive technologies and innovation 
continues to demand IT applications, 
being the top IT spender. The demand 
for IT Applications, even in areas 
affected by the crisis, such as tourism 
and industry, is one of the reasons for 
maintaining the positive growth rate 
in the sector, as EITO’s analysts point 
out. System Infrastructure Software 
and Business Intelligence Solutions 
also maintain a positive growth rate. 
The IT Services Greek Market recorded 

an annual growth of 3.5% in 2008. For 
the period 2008 - 2009 this market 
is estimated to have a growth rate of 
around 2.2% and its value will reach the 
amount of €963 million in 2009. In 2010 
the market’s value is estimated at €975 
million and its growth rate at 1.2%. 
The Project Services remain the major 
pillar of the IT services market versus the 
Maintenance market. The contribution 
of Outsourcing Services is also significant 
in this market’s course. Further, the 
Maintenance segment value in 2009 
is projected to reach €195 million; the 
Project Services to reach €529 million 
and the Outsourcing Services market 
is estimated to reach €239 million. In 
2010 the amounts will be established as 
follows: €196 million for the Maintenance 
Service Systems market, €523 million 
for the Project Services and €256 
million for the Outsourcing Services. 

In the Telecommunications segment, 
the investments in IPTV solutions will 
continue both in 2009 and 2010. The 
increased demand for broadband 

Τhe Greek ICT market 

value will reach €11.2 

billion and the

growth rate for the 

period 2009 - 2010

is estimated

to reach 2.6%

 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2006 2007 2008 2009

      -2007 -2008 -2009 -2010

IT Equipment 793 827 896 951 967 4.3% 8.3% 6.1% 1.7%

Software 515 543 566 578 583 5.4% 4.2% 2.1% 0.9%

IT Services 872 910 942 963 975 4.4% 3.5% 2.2% 1.2%

Total IT 2,179 2,281 2,404 2,492 2,522 4.7% 5.4% 3.7% 1.2%

Telecom end-user
equipment 581 587 580 548 557 1.0% -1.2% -5.5% 1.6%

Network Equipment 845 886 844 946 1,027 4.9% -4.7% 12.1% 8.6%

Carrier Services 6,078 6,552 6,834 6,992 7,155 7.8% 4.3% 2.3% 2.3%

Total
telecommunications 7,504 8,025 8,258 8,485 8,738 6.9% 2.9% 2.7% 3.0%

Total ICT 9,683 10,306 10,663 10,977 11,260 6.4% 3.5% 2.9% 2.6%

Table 1. ICT market in Greece, value € million, * estimation,
Source: EITO in collaboration with PAC, Idate and GfK, analysis by SEPE, 2009
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services drives the market, despite the 
fact that the growth of revenue by 
these services is being restrained due 
to the competition in the industry. As 
the Greek mobile market has reached 
a saturation point, the mobile handset 
market growth has been on a slowdown 
since a couple of years. However the 
development of 3G services throughout 
the country is a positive sign for a brighter 
perspective on high-end model sales 
next year. The satellite platform was the 
only pay-TV operator in Greece before 
the launch of IPTV services - limited to 

some parts of the country. According 
to EITO, the Greek telecommunications 
market value in 2009 will amount to 
€8.4 billion and the growth rate in the 
period 2008 - 2009 is estimated at 2.7%. 
In 2010 this market value is projected 
at €8.7 billion and the growth rate 
for 2009 - 2010 is estimated at 3%. 

European ICT Market

The messages from EITO’s analysts 
regarding the course of the European 
ICT market are optimistic. According 

to forecasts, the drop of 2009 will 
soon recover. In the IT segment the 
conditions are more difficult, as the 
current economic crisis has made the 
businesses reluctant for investments 
on IT. On the contrary, a rapid growth 
is foreseen for Carrier Services in the 
Telecommunications sector. 

The European high technology market 
is ready to rebound. In 2009, it is 
projected to close with a decrease of 
1.7% in ICT products sales, reaching 
the amount of €716.6 million. In 
2010 the market is projected to rise 
by 0.3%, reaching €718.6 million. 

According to EITO, the EU Tele-
communications market in 2010 will 
amount to €365.7 billion, increased 
per 1% in comparison with 2009. In 
the Telecommunications sector rapid 
changes and shake-ups are foreseen. 
Across Europe, the fixed voice phone 
services will be reduced by 6.8%. The 
sales for Internet access will also move 
upwards, while the mobile phone 
market is projected to be forces by 
the strong corporate competition 
and the pressure of the European 
Commission for cheaper pricing. 

In regards to the IT market, EITO foresees 
to decrease by 2.2% in 2009, reaching 
€296 billion. In 2010 the total IT market 
is projected to show an increase of 0.6%, 
reaching €297.9 million. Especially for 
the Equipment sales a fall by 6.6% is 
projected and the market value to reach 
the amount of €85.7 billion. This market 
is affected by the price competition and 
the businesses’ reluctance to invest. 
The provision for a 5% increase in 
Services sales in Europe is included in 
this framework.
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01 PLIROFORIKI SA www.01p.gr 210 25 94 600  •  2Α PLIROFORIKI www.2agroup.gr 210 32 26 974  •  3P SA 210 80 62 597  •  4M SA www.4m.gr 210 68 57 200  •  

4M-VK www.4m-vk.gr 210 68 57 200

A & N COMPUTERS LTD www.ancom.gr 210 40 04 438  •  AC. & E. HELLAS SA www.ace-hellas.gr 210 60 68 600  •  ACCENTURE www.accenture.com 210 67 81 400  •  

ACCESS POINT 210 97 63 711  •  ACTIS INFO SA www.actis.gr 210 95 38 280  •  ADACOM SA www.adacom.com  210 51 93 740  •  ADVANCED BUSINESS SOLUTIONS  

www.abs.gr 210 95 31 283  •  AGILIS SA www.agilis-sa.gr 211 10 03 310, 210 33 04 315  •  AGILTECH SA www.agiltech.gr 210 65 61 200  •  AIS www.ais.gr 210 74 74 

100  •  ALEXANDER MOORE LTD www.alexandermoore.com 210 65 43 067  •  ALFAWARE www.alfaware.gr 210 81 23 220  •  ALGORITHM www.algorithmos.gr 2461 

0 24486  •  ALLWEB SOLUTIONS SA www.allweb.gr 210 74 74 774  •  ALPHASOFT SA www.lavisoft.gr 210 66 91 551  •  ALTASOFT www.altasoft.gr 210 72 27 205  •  

ALTEC SA www.altec.gr 210 68 72 200  •  ANCO SA www.anco.gr 210 92 09 200  •  ANCOTEL www.ancotel.gr 2273 0 30 630  •  ANIXTER GREECE NETWORK SYSTEMS 

LTD www.anixter.gr 210 74 70 145  •  ANODOS SA www.anodos.gr 210 97 17 016  •  APOLLO SA www.apollo.gr 210 74 89 200  •  APOPSI SA www.apopsi.gr 210 46 12 

299  •  ARCHETYPON www.archetypon.gr 210 95 36 410  •  ART LTD www.art-cad.gr 210 82 28 568  •  ART TEC LTD www.arttec.gr 210 97 00 902  •  ATCOM INTERNET 

& MULTIMEDIA SA www.atcom.gr 211 200 2700  •  ATHENS TECHNOLOGY CENTER www.atc.gr 210 68 74 300  •  ATOS ORIGIN HELLAS SA www.atosorigin.com 210 68 

89 000  •  AVAX Computer Applications www.cha.gr 2821 0 97027  •  AVAYA EMEA LTD www.avaya.com 210 72 79 205  •  AXION SYSTEMS LTD www.axionsystems.gr 

210 28 53 093 - 4, 210 28 55 063

BASIS SA www.basisae.gr 210 74 88 781 •  BE-BUSINESS EXCHANGES  www.be24.gr 210 35 23 500  •   BI-SOFT SOFTWARE SYSTEMS SA www.bsoft.gr 210 33 67 250  

•  B-LOGICA www.blogica.gr 210 34 22 290  •   BMC SOFTWARE HELLAS www.bmc.com 210 94 00 880   •  BRIDGE IT SA www.bridge-it.gr 210 94 02 774  •  BROKER 

SYSTEMS SA www.bsnet.gr 210 33 67 100   •  BULL www.bull.gr 210 92 03 300  •  BUSINESS INNOVATIONS www.bi.gr 210 97 65 816 - 7  •  BUSINESS SOLUTIONS SA 

www.business-solutions.gr 281 0 371 260  •  BYTE 2231 0 67700  •  BYTE COMPUTER SA www.byte.gr 210 90 02 000

CA HELLAS SOLE PARTNER LTD www.ca.com 210 72 97 800  •  CHRONOS www.chronos.com.gr 210 75 22 500  •  CISCO SYSTEMS  www.cisco.com 210 63 81 300  •  

CIVILTECH SA www.civiltech.gr 210 60 03 034  •  CMR LTD www.cmr-net.com 210 88 26 251  •  COMART SA www.comart.gr 210 34 16 200  •  COMPUTER HOUSE 

2321 0 58 466  •  COMPUTER INFORMATION www.cominf.gr 2651 0 85560  • COMPUTER INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS SA www.papasavas.gr 210 94 00 758  •  COMPUTER 

SOLUTIONS www.csl.gr 210 77 11 527  •  COMSYS SA www.comsys.gr 210 92 41 486  •  CONCEPTUM SA www.conceptum.gr 210 88 38 858  •  COSMOLINE www.

cosmoline.com 212 21 22 000  •  COSMO-ONE HELLAS MARKETSITE www.cosmo-one.gr 210 27 23 810  •  COSMOS COMPUTERS SA www.cbs.gr 210 64 92 800

COSMOTE www.cosmote.gr 210 61 77 777  •  COSMOTECH www.cosmotech.gr 2731 0 82 220  •  CPI SA www.cpi.gr 210 48 05 800  •  CREATIVE MARKETING SA www.

creative.gr 210 66 46 764  •  CRYPTO  www.crypto.gr 210 61 22 513  •  CRYSTAL PLIROFORIKI 210 67 22 049  •  CYBERSTREAM LTD www.cyberstream.gr 210 72 95 770   

•  CYBERTECH www.cybertechgr.com 210 98 16 094  •  CYTA HELLAS www.cyta.gr 210 87 72 800

D.D. SYNERGY HELLAS SA www.ddsynergy.gr 210 51 54 141  •  DATA COMMUNICATION SA www.datacom.gr  210 61 32 230  •  DATA CONCEPT  SA www.dataconcept.

gr 210 81 05 120  •  DATABLUE SA www.datablue.gr 210 94 80 675  •  DATACON SA www.datacon.gr 210 93 13 750 - 210 93 13 751  •  DATACRETA www.datacreta.

gr 281 0 240 013  •  DATAMATION COMPUTER CONSULTING & APPLICATIONS www.datamation.gr 210 61 22 184  •  DATAMED HEALTHCARE INTEGRATOR SA www.

datamed.gr 210 80 56 700  •  DATAWAY 251 0 600 090  •  DCS ITC www.mydcs.gr 210 77 15 137  •  DERMIGAKIS S. www.adconet.gr 2325 0 24 340  •  DEXTERA www.

dexteraconsulting.com 210 63 99 010, 210 63 98 194  •  DIADIKASIA SA www.diadikasia.gr 210 67 29 040  •  DIASFALISIS www.diasfalisis.gr 210 93 23 237 - 238  •  

DIENEKIS PLIROFORIKI SA www.dienekis.gr 210 60 17 382  •  DIKTYO 2842 0 27 772  •  DIS SA www.dis.com.gr 210 87 67 400  •  DONA MARK SA 2897 0 23 573

E COMMERCE LTD www.ecommerce.com.gr 210 94 01 784  •  E.R.P EXPERT PROFESSIONALS 210 85 47 144  •  ELEKTROGRAFIKI SA www.electrografiki.gr 210 67 11 

248  •  ELMI SYSTEMS www.elmisystems.gr 210 20 02 200 - 300  •  ENCODE SA www.encodegroup.com 210 65 63 880  •  ENERGY 2493 0 25 230  •  ENET SOLUTION 

- LOGICOM SA www.enet.com.gr 210 28 83 600  •  ENTERSOFT SA www.entersoft.gr 210 95 25 001  •  e-ON INTEGRATION SA www.e-on.gr 210 60 18 700  •  EPAFOS 

LTD www.epafos.gr 210 69 90 401  •  ePOS SA www.e-pos.gr 210 40 01 878  •  EPSILON GIS SA www.epsilon.gr 210 68 98 610  •  EPSILON NET SA www.epsilonnet.gr; 

www.e-forologia.gr 2310 98 17 00  •  ERATOSTHENΕS MELETITIKI SA www.eranet.gr 210 38 17 315  •  ERGON IRIS www.iris.gr  231 0 469 250  •  ERICSSON HELLAS 

SA www.ericsson.com 210 66 95 100  •  ESCAPE HOLDING SA www.escapesolutions.gr 210 80 37 610  •  ETHNODATA SA  www.ethnodata.gr 210 67 83 300  •  EURISKO 

www.eurisko.gr 211 75 03 200  •  EURONET CARD SERVICES SA 210 94 78 478  •  EXODUS SA www.exodus.gr 210 74 50 300

FAGOTTO MUSIC www.fagotto.gr 210 36 40 688  •  FINVENT SA www.finvent.com 210 33 17 374  •  FORMAT CONSULTANTS AE 210 68 55 551, 210 67 29 040  •  FORTH 

CRS www.forthcrs.gr 211 95 58 800  •  FORTHNET SA www.forthnet.gr 210 95 59 000  •  FOTOMECHANIKI LTD 210 33 04 960 - 1  •  FUJITSU ΤΕCHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS 

(Holding) B.V. www.ts.fujitsu.com 210 68 64 143  •  GEM CONSULTING SA www.consulting-gem.gr 210 72 60 960  •  GENNET SA www.gennetsa.com 210 74 58 300   •  

GNOSIS COMPUTERS www.gnosis.gr 2231 0 24 445 - 45 468  •  GoNET www.gonet.gr 2721 0 81 381  •  GREEK GEEKS SA www.greekgeeks.com 210 65 95 650 HELLAS ON 

LINE www.hol.gr 213 00 04 000  •  HELP PC www.helppc.gr  210 26 91 823  •  HEWLETT-PACKARD HELLAS LTD www.hp.com 210 61 41 371  •  HIPAC www.hipac.gr 210 93 

70 265  •  HOME NET HELLAS SA www.homenet.gr 210 36 61 200  •  HOTECH www.hotech.gr 210 52 30 355  •  HYPERSYSTEMS SA www.hypersystems.gr 210 21 12 370

I.B.C. KENTRO PLIROFORIKIS ARGOUS www.acumen.gr;www.argosnet.net.gr 2751 0 61 572  •  IAPETOS SA www.iapetos.gr 210 61 45 400  •  IBM HELLAS SA www.ibm.

com/gr 210 68 81 111  •  IDALCOM HELLAS SA www.idalcom.com 210 99 26 250  •  IFS HELLAS SA www.ifs.gr 210 74 86 590-1  •  IMS ΠΛΗΡΟΦΟΡΙΚΗ SA www.imsgr.

com  210 98 52 534-6  •  INFO - TECHNOLOGY www.info-technology.gr 24210 86 384  •  INFOGRAPH LTD www.infograph.net 211 100 3000  •  INFOGROUP BUSINESS 

CONSULTANTS SA www.infogroup.gr 210 32 23 630  •  INFOMAP SA www.infomap.gr 210 67 56 008  •  INFONET PLIROFORIKI www.infonetpliroforiki.gr 2682 0 29 740  

•  INFONORTH COMPUTER SYSTEMS www.infonorth.gr 2541 0 29 323, 76 612, 25 656  •  INFO-QUEST SA www.quest.gr 210 92 99 400  •  INFORMACY SA  www.ilc.gr 

210 69 02 600  •  INFORMATION SYSTEMS IMPACT SA www.impact.gr 210 88 33 624  •  INFOSYS www.koz.forthnet.gr 2461 0 24 720  •  INFOSYSTEMS LTD 210 72 37 

320  •  INFOTECHNICA SA www.infotechnica.gr 2741 0 80 200  •  INFOWARE www.infoware.gr 2661 0 26 268, 25 846, 42 503  •  INTE*LEARN www.intelearn.gr 210 

95 91 810  •  INTEL MICROPROCESSORS GREECE SOCIETE ANONYME FOR THE PROVISION OF CONSULTING SERVICES www.intel.com 210 67 52 000  •  INTELLISOFT LTD 

www.intellisoft.gr 210 68 96 616  •  INTELLISOLUTIONS SA www.intellisolutions.gr 210 95 70 983  •  INTER ENGINEERING www.inter.gr 2410 67 00 30  •  INTERFACE SA 

www.interface.gr  210 48 55 000  •  INTERSYS SA www.intersys.gr 210 95 54 000  •  INTERTECH SA www.intertech.gr 210 96 92 300  •  INTRACOM IT SERVICES www.

intracom-it.com 210 66 79 000  •  INTRACOM TELECOM www.intracom-telecom.com 210 66 71 000  •  INTRALOT SA www.intralot.com 210 61 56 000  •  INVENSYS LTD 

www.invensys.gr 210 92 40 902,4  •  IRIDO www.irido.gr 210 89 53 324  •  ISL COMPUTERS LTD  www.isl.gr 210 77 99 968  •  IST SA www.ist.com.gr 210 74 88 678  •  

ISTOS NET www.istos.com 210 64 59 172  •  ITEAM SA www.iteam.gr 210 60 19 460  •  ITEC EKPAIDEYTIKI SA www.itec.edu 210 94 84 800  •  KESTREL INFORMATION 

SYSTEMS SA www.kestrel-is.gr 210 67 47 000  •  KEY SYSTEMS SA www.keysystems.gr 210 68 39 090  •  KEYSTONE www.keystone.gr 210 86 61 142  •  KINTEC SA 210 
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89 58 634  •  Knowledge Broadband Services SA www.knowledge.gr 2610 45 28 20  •  KOPAR SA 210 82 04 000, 410  •  KORRE IOANNA OE 2541 0 77 157, 76 

505  •  KOSTOPOULOS IMAGE COMPUTERS www.image.gr 210 34 10 940-1  •  KOYNALIS VASILEIOS 2341 0 29 085  •  LANNET COMMUNICATIONS SA  www.

lannet.gr 210 57 08 300, 210 67 05 115  •  LASERLOCK INTERNATIONAL INC www.laserlock.com 2310 907 222  •  LAVISOFT SA www.lavisoft.gr 210 66 91 551  

•  LEXIS www.lexis.gr 210 67 77 007  •  LG ELECTRONICS HELLAS SA www.hellas.lge.com 210 48 00 500  •  LH LOGISMIKI www.lhlogismiki.gr 210 38 37 260  •  

LOGIN LTD www.login.gr 210 65 60 360  •  LYKOS PAPERLESS SOLUTIONS SA www.lps.gr 210 66 97 500

M LYSEIS www.mlyseis.gr 210 53 16 660  •  MAGENTA www.magenta.gr 210 33 03 920  •  MARAC SA www.marac.gr 210 43 14 361  •  MARLEX SOFT www.

marlexsoft.gr 210 95 23 335  •  MEDIALAB 210 36 37 495  •  MEDITERRANEAN NAUTILUS GREECE www.mednautilus.gr 210 81 02 633   •  MEKANOTEKNIKA 

www.mekanoteknika.gr 210 97 60 036 - 210 94 27 070  •  MELLON TECHNOLOGIES SA www.mellon.com.gr 210 33 12 500  •  MENTOR HELLAS LTD www.

mentorhellas.gr 210 60 31 121  •  META MANAGEMENT SERVICES www.metams.com 210 65 40 681  •  METROSOFT PLIROFORIKI SA www.byte.gr 210 90 02 

180  •  MGE UPS SYSTEMS HELLAS  www.mgeups.gr  www.mgeups.com  210 28 56 750  •  MICROELLAS SA www.micropolis.gr 210 88 35 300  •  MICROSOFT 

HELLAS SA www.microsoft.com/hellas 211 12 06 000  •  MIXALIS KOLYFAS 2251 0 44 292  •  MOBIUS SA www.mobius.gr 210 60 47 000  •  MOTION HELLAS 

www.motion.gr 210 68 58 455  •  MULTIMEDIA CENTER SA www.msc.gr 2821 0 88 447

NESSOS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES SA www.nessos.gr 210 88 47 000  •  NET SALES SA www.net-sales.gr 210 68 33 672  •  NETRIX SA www.netrix.gr 210 

61 80 657  •  NETSMART SA www.netsmart.gr 210 32 40 940  •  NETWAVE SA www.netwave.gr 210 99 37 377  •  NEUROPUBLIC SA www.neuropublic.gr 210 

41 01 010  •  NEWSPHONE HELLAS SA www.newsphone.gr 210 94 72 222  •  NIKAM www.nikam.gr 210 88 30 674  •  NOISIS SA www.noisisdev.gr 210 72 50 

800  - 2310 45 52 99

ODOS LOGISMIKI LTD www.odos.gr 210 93 74 800  •  OFFICE LINE LTD www.officeline.gr 210 97 60 200  •  OKTABIT SA www.oktabit.gr 210 60 11 901  •  OMIROS 

MULTIMEDIA www.omiros.gr 210 36 38 562 - 38 31 455  •  OPEN SYSTEM SOFTWARE www.opensystem.gr 210 72 33 622  •  OPEN TEC www.opentec.gr 210 66 

14 515  •  OPTIMEDIA INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS www.optimedia.gr 210 95 78 294  •  OPTIMUM www.optimum.gr 210 25 88 100  •  OPTISOFT www.optisoft.gr 210 

93 74 470 - 2  •  ORACLE HELLAS www.oracle.com/gr 210 67 89 200  •  ORANGE BUSINESS SERVICES www.orange-business.com 210 68 82 800  •  ORGANOSI 

LTD www.organosi.gr 2831 0 50 922  •  OROSIMO INFORMATION SYSTEM SA www.orosimo.com.gr 231 0 805 205-9  •  OTE SA www.ote.gr 210 61 11 511  •  

OTEGLOBE SA www.oteglobe.gr 210 87 62 500  •  OTS SA www.ots.gr 231 0 555 045

PANSYSTEMS SA www.pansystems.gr 210 95 71 971  •  PAPASOTIRIOU SA www.papasotiriou.gr 210 33 23 300  •  PARTNERS IN BUSINESS www.pib.gr 210 70 10 

040  •  PC SERVICES www.pcservices.net.gr 210 52 34 231 - 52 48 086  •  PC SYSTEMS SA www.pcsystems.gr 210 81 23 000  •  Pi - SYSTEMS www.pi.gr 210 75 

69 600  •  PLAISIO COMPUTERS SA  www.plaisio.gr 210 28 92 275  •  PLANET FOUR NETWORKING SA  www.cbnetworks.gr 210 80 50 260  •  PLIROFORIKI 

TECHNOGNOSIA LTD www.multiland.gr 210 61 86 000  •  PLUS PLIROFORIKI SA www.plusinfo.gr 210 86 65 555  •  POSTSCRIPTUM www.postscriptum.gr 210 

72 92 288-9  •  PRINTEC SA www.printecgroup.com 210 92 09 000  •  PROFILE www.profile.gr 210 93 01 200  •  PROGRAMMA COMPUTING CENTER INC 210 

4828901  •  PRONET SA www.pronet.com.gr 210 92 49 750  •  PYLONES HELLAS SA www.pylones.gr 210 74 83 700

RADIANT SA www.radiant-tech.gr 210 94 00 936  •  RAINBOW COMMUNICATIONS LTD www.rainbow.gr 210 90 12 892  •  RAINBOW SA www.rainbow.gr 210 

90 12 892  •  RAINBOW SERVICES SA www.rainbow.gr 210 90 12 892  •  RAINBOW TRAIN LTD www.rainbow.gr 210 90 29 208  •  RAM Ltd www.ram.gr 241 0 

549 332  •  REAL CONSULTING SA www.realconsulting.gr 210 63 81 000  •  RHODES TELEMATICS SA www.rtel.gr 2241 0 61 031  •  RODIAKI PLIROFORIKI LTD 

www.rodosnet.gr 2241 0 67 979

SAP HELLAS SA www.sap.com/greece 210 94 73 800  •  SAXPEKIDIS X. NIKOLAOS 231 0 546 247  •  SCAN INFORMATION SYSTEMS www.scan.gr 210 62 68 400  

•  SECURE LTD www.secure.com.gr 210 60 80 395  •  SEMANTIX INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES SA www.semantix.gr 210 64 12 065  •  SIBA SOFT SA www.

sibasoft.gr 210 99 48 210  •  SIEM SA www.siem.gr 210 72 99 571  •  SIEMENS SA www.siemens.gr 210 6864111  •  SILICON COMPUTER SYSTEMS 231 0 240 077  

•  SIMPLEX INFORMATICS LTD www.simplex.gr 210 92 45 900  •  SingularLogic Business Services SA www.computerproject.gr 210 62 66 800  •  SINGULARLOGIC 

SA www.singularlogic.eu 210 87 66 000  •  SIΕBEN INNOVATIVE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS LTD www.sieben.gr 210 27 25 350  •  SMARTEC SA 

www.smartec.gr 210 58 20 000  •  SOFT ONE TECHNOLOGIES SA www.softone.gr 210 94 84 790  •  SONY HELLAS SA www.sony.gr 210 67 82 000  •  SPACE 

HELLAS SA www.space.gr 210 65 04 100  •  SPEECH COMMUNICATIONS www.speech.gr 2821 0 70 250  •  SPORTS - COMM www.sports-comm.gr 210 2702000  

•  STAMATIOU CONSULTANTS www.stamatiou-cons.gr 210 98 13 425  •  STIRIXIS SA www.stirixis.gr 210 90 12 892  •  SUN MICROSYSTEMS www.sun.gr 210 61 

88 111  •  SUNSOFT LTD www.sunsoftgr.com 210 93 17 811  •  SYMMETRICS SA www.symmetrics.gr 210 67 42 090  •  SYNED www.syned.gr 210 66 02 200  •  

SYNET SA www.synet.com.gr 210 61 29 500  •  SYNPAN SOFTWARE - KONSTANTINOS SARGOLOGOS www.synpan.gr 210 32 44 087 - 8, 210 32 14 507  •  SYNTAX 

I.T. INC www.syntax.gr 210 65 43 100  •  SYSCO SA www.sysco.gr 210 93 19 551  •  SYSCOM SA www.syscom.gr 210 45 88 000  •  SYSTEMA TECHNOLOGIES 

SA www.systema.gr 210 67 43 243

TALENT www.talent.gr 210 32 17 720  •  TECHNOLIFE LTD www.technolife.gr 231 0 32 24 64  •  TECHNOPOLIS SA www.open.gr, www.techlink.gr 210 90 91000  •  

TECHNOSYS www.technosys.gr 2321 0 58 558  •  TEKA SYSTEMS www.tekasystems.com 210 95 84 035  •  TELENAVIS HELLAS SA www.telenavis.com 210 81 24 

111  •  TOPOLOGYMEDIA SA www.TopologyMedia.gr 210 65 60 281  •  TRIAS RETAIL SYSTEMS www.triasretail.gr 210 93 11 459, 210 93 13 068, 210 93 48 740

UNI - NORTEL SA www.uninortel.gr 210 74 73 580  •  UNI SUPPORT LTD 210 92 10 622-3  •  UNISYSTEMS SA  www.unisystems.gr 211 99 97 000  •  UNIXFOR SA 

www.unixfor.gr 210 99 87 500  •  UNLIMITED TELECOM AND IT SOLUTIONS LTD www.utelit.com 22940 31 111  •  USABLEWEB LTD www.usableweb.gr 2810 22 

90 00  •  VALUENET SA www.valuenet.gr 210 82 56 956 - 9  •  VELLUM  www.VELLUM.gr 210 94 16 622  •  VELTI www.velti.com 210 63 78 800  •  VODAFONE 

- PANAFON www.vodafone.com 210 67 02 000  •  WINCOR NIXDORF www.wincor-nixdorf.com 210 62 40 800  •  WIND HELLAS TELECOMMUNICATIONS SA 

www.wind.com.gr 210 61 58 000, 210 61 58 906  •  WORLDNET - INTELLISHOP 210 49 28 600  •  XEROX HELLAS SA www.xerox.gr 210 93 07 000 

CTI www.cti.gr 2610 96 03 00  •  LIVANIS PUBLISHING ORGANIZATION SA www.livanis.gr 210 36 61 200
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